
REMJ3RANOT HAR/f.EPSZ . VAN RIJN 
Dutch school , 1606 - 1669 

Rembrandt was born in Leyden on July 15 , 1606 , the son 
t\ ......... c..~ 

of a miller , H~i,e-m Gerritz . van Rijn . The faoily name v,an Rijn 
came from the Rijn- ·:;ill, near which they lived . He at-;;ended the 
Leyden Grammar School for seven years , then enrolled in the 
University of Leyden in May 1620. His perente recognized his artistic 
bent and allo..-,ed him to give up his university studies . While hiF> 
first teacher hes not been idlntified , his second was Jacob Isaacz 
van Swanenburgh, a local painter of ar()hitectural views . He was 
sent to Amsterdam to study for six months with Pieter ~astman . He 
returned to Leyden around 1624-25 and set himself up as an independent 
master. His earliest dated i-:ork is the Sto,,ing of Saint Stephen 
of 1625 in the Lyons J,;useum . He aspired during fnis Leyden period 
to be a history painter and did not execute a portrait com~ission 
until about 1631 . At the end of 1631 or early _in 1632 he moved to 
Amsterdam and would remain there for the rest of his life . He 

I 

married in 1634 Saskia van UylenburghJand her inherited wealth 
enabled him to buy a h~ndsome house in 1639 and forr an extensive 
art collection . ne occupied an exalted social position in Amster
dam , and the com·,1 ission of 1632 to paint the Anatomy Lesson of 
Doctor Tulp appears to have established his reputation immediately . 
lie received com:aissmons for further gPOUP portraits and during the 
1630s was also commissioned to do a ser<ties of l'assion p!i:ctures 
for the Prince of Orange . He continued to do self- portraits , also 
Biblical and ~ythological pictures and , from the mid 1630s . on , 
landscapes . ~askia died in 1642, leaving a year-old son , Titus , 
and changes in taste in Amsterdam led to a gradual waning of the 
ahtist ' s popularity . Around 1645 Hendrickje stmffels joined his 
household , firRt as nurse to Titus and later as Rnmbrandt ' s mistress 
- -in effect his .,.,ife, "though the relationship was never legalized . 
Financial troubles forc;d the artist to buy a s~aller hOURe in 
1655 , and he was soon declared insolvent . He received permission 
to liquidate his property, to avoid bankruptcy, and an inventory 
of his estate was tak,m in July 1656 , followed by two public 

auctions in 1657 and 1658. After the sale o~ the larger house, 



cont . 

he moved to one of the poorer districts of Amsterdam, and his 
last years were lonely and troubled ones . Of the two large 
commissions that he received at the beginning of the 166Os, the 
Syndics of the Drauers ' Guild may have had some success, but the 
Conspiracy of Julius Civilis for the Amsterdam Town Hall apparent
ly did not meet with favor and was cut up . Hendrickje fell ill 
and died in 1663 , and Titus, who was also sickly, died soon after 
his marriage in 1668. Re~brandt, his economic situation still 
unrelieved, died himself on October 4, 1669 . 



RE!,!BR;;J,DT ; cent' , 

Portrait of an Old f.lan in a Fur Cap 
oil on panel , 9¾ X 7¼ ins . 

Condition 
Retouched in the area of shadow at the r ight of the hat • 

.t:arl ier photographs , such as the one in the Rrick Art Reference Lib ., 

suggest that there were additional str,)ps at the sides anrl along 
the top which have eiqm,e been removed~ 

Provenance 
-

V, H, C!osby , London ; i.Irs H. H. Hallahan! London ; Dowdeswel l , 
London ; Baron Leopold F.irsch , London (by 1909) ; Hirsch sale , 
Christie ' s, ~lay 11 , 1934 , no . 126 ; Ehrich- Newhouse Galleries , 
New York (1935) , Acquired by Dr Clowes in 1955 , 
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Versions 

l . Staatlichen i,'.'useen , Berlin. Old tlan in an .~rmchair; oil 
on canvas, 20Yl4½ ins. (Hoftstede de Groot, no.)63; A.:Sredius , 
The Paintings of Rembrandt, Vienna, 1931, no . 269; K. Bauch, 
rlembrandt : Gemalde , Berlin, 1966 , no . 203) . The figure here is 
shown full length, seated in a chair with a stick . He has the same 
face, beard_ and hat as in the Clowes painting and is similarly 
dressed , but does not have buttons down the front of his costume . 

2. Formerly in the Cook colln,, Richmond (no ,314) , Sold 
Sotheby ' s, Jun , 25, 1958, no .112 . Old Man in an Armchair; oil on 
canvas, l)½YlO½ ins . (Hofstede de Groot , no.450 ; Von Bode
Hofstede de Qlroot, V, no.390, ill , ) Full- length, but with the 
feet cut off. Corresponds generally in iti:: i rc agery to the Berlin 
vesrion ; but includes curtains to the rear, and the head ,looking 
off to the left, is turned at ~~a.c-W.~ the same angle as in the 
Clo···es version . 

This small half-len&th figure study was catalogued 
by Hofstede de Groot (1906} 1'9118>~ as by Rembrandt . He identified 

' \ //, ........ 
the model as the same o ' d man as~in the ~erlin and Cook Collection 
paintings (see above) and suggesterl that all three works were 
painted at the same period , around 1654, In the 1911 Berlin 
catalogue the same identification of the model was repeated . 
The Cook version has been excluded from the work of Rembrandt by 
subsequent writers. The Clowes version was acquired with 
certificates attributing it to Rembra ndt from ',"/ . Sui/la, who dated 
it arounil 1655 ; von Bode, who dated it 1656-58 ; Hofstede de 
Groot (1929) ; and W.R.Valentiner (1940 and 1951) , who had 
previo~&ly doubted it could be by Rembrandt (1909~and had 
sub -equently cpnsidered it to be probably a studio cop:• (1921), but 
who no;v accer ted it , da ting it first arormd 1650, and then, as 
originally, around 1654',i) 



cont . 

According to a suggestiop of Hofstede de uroot ' s , the 
terlin painting --which has been generally accepted as a work of 

Rembrandt's --is to be taken as a study f~f!}J the life for a 
paitnine of ~acob telling Joseph his Dream; In the 1964 Derlin 
catalogue, the present work is referred to as a detail study for 
th" ~erlin painting . In the opinion of S. Slive, howeve~--with 
which the compiler concurs -- the Cook painting is to be taken as 
a later pasto.che ; the Clowes version as a schoihl piece . The 
generally reddish coloring of this paibting sugsests that it 
mi5ht be by Aert de Gelder ( 1645-1727), a follower of Rembrandt ' s 
who adopted the charac:beristics of the master 's late style; 
but this can only be a hypothesis(Y 

Notes. 

1 . Cf. here the tllustrz~ion in von Bode- Hofstede de Groot, 1906 
(see below). The dimensions given in ~ofttedeede Groot ' s 1916 
volume are correspondingly somev;hat larger in both directions : 
ll½X'9½ ins . (29Y 24 . 5 cm.) . The 19~10 Grafton .Gallery cat. gives 
the dimensions as 11 )<19 ins . (27 . 9 >< 48 . 3 cm. ) , but this would seem 

to be a mistake . 
2. o. t-t, \, • .,. , r ·- ,1.,1-'...l ""rl.. 
3. Suida and von Bode , undated docs. ; Hofstede de Groot , doc . 
of Apr . 1929 ; Valentiner, docs . of 0ct . 11, 1940 and Jun.5, 1951 

(Clowes archives) . 

~- See Bauch, 1966. unner no.203 ; he drc1ws attention to the 
Rembrandt drawing o:: this subject in the Albertina, Vienna, which 
has a comparable figure in it (0 . Benesch, The Drawings of RembrDndt, 

6 vols ., London, 1954- 57 , III , no . 526) . 

5. ~ral communication to the compiler, 1967 

6. For this artist's work , see K. Lillienfeld, Arent de Gelder , . 
seine Leben und seine Kunst , The Hague, 19a.4 (out of date and with 

poor repr 1nu:ationsl). 
A portrait of an old man of similar type , which poses 



Notes , cont . 

analogous problems as to which follower of Rembrandt ' s it might be 

~~1 is the so- called Portrait of an Architec~ in the Cassel 
vemaldegaleri e (1958 est., no . 246 , as school of Rembrandt) . Acrt 
de Gelder has been su&gested in that case ; but also Drost , 
Fabritius and Nicholas r,:aes. 


